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Abstract

In B-splines approximation setting, it is known that monotony and convexity (or
concavity) shapes can easily be controlled by the spline coefficients. In this paper
we deal with the general context of combinations of localized shape constraints.
We prove that unimodality constraint is fulfilled simply by an increasing and de-
creasing sequence of the spline coefficients by using the Descartes’ sign rule. Then,
the local support property of B-splines is used to locate each constraint on a given
interval. We formulate a smoothing spline approximation under inequality con-
straints in function of the spline coefficients. We also give a simulated annealing
algorithm to solve the optimization problem and we establish the almost sure
convergence of the efficient solution.

Keywords: B-spline functions, localized shape constraints, Monte Carlo
optimization, Almost sure convergence.

1. Introduction

In various fields, some information on a function f that we aim to approximate
may be known. This information may be related to the shape of f . The liter-
ature on approximation under shape constraints usually focus on a single shape
restriction on the whole definition domain of f . Consider the following prob-
lem: given a number of observation points, find an approximation for f which is
unimodal on [a, b], concave only on [c, b] (c ∈]a, b[) and twice continuously differ-
entiable everywhere. It is worth noting that such a combination of constraints
has never been considered in the literature on B-spline approximation though it
seems of practical interest and realistic. In this paper we provide such an ap-
proximation. By using the fact that any straight line crosses the spline no more
often than it crosses the control polygon, de Boor [4] has illustrated the property
says that a spline has the same shape as its control polygon. However, the above
works only on monotonicity and concavity (or convexity) shape constraints and
cannot be applied to other shapes like unimodality or more sophisticated shapes.
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Motivated by the above idea, we generalize the shape preservation property to
unimodality thanks to the Descartes’ sign rule. Then, by using the local support
property of B-splines, combinations of several localized shape constraints follows
immediately. The present work is a contribution in which controlled mathematical
localized shape constrained approximations are obtained for the usual constraints
for a class of B-splines bases encompassing the Bernstein basis.

Furthermore, we formulate a smoothing spline approximation under inequality
constraints in terms of the shape constraints to illustrate the idea. In a practical
viewpoint, we propose a Monte Carlo simulated annealing scheme as a tool to
solve the optimization problem. The almost sure convergence of the simulated
annealing algorithm is proved for an inversely logarithmic temperature parameter
by checking the sufficient conditions given by [8].

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we give some basic defini-
tions and results which will be used in the paper. In Section 3, we establish the
preservation of the unimodality shape and we explain the concept of combinations
of localized shape constraints by using the local support property of B-splines.
In Section 4, we derive an optimization problem involving smoothing constrained
spline function and we establish the efficient solution thanks to a simulated anneal-
ing algorithm. In Section 5, the convergence of the simulated annealing is proved
by assuming the compactness and by taking the uniform probability measure. In
Section 6, we conclude the results of this paper.

2. Notations and preliminaries.

Some notation in this paper is as follows: we use Drf (instead of f (r)) to denote
the r-th derivative of the function f . Let us briefly recall the definition and some
properties of B-splines. The intent is to give a simple and direct development
and for this reason B-splines will be defined via the recurrence relations. Let the
integer (k − 1) denote the degree of the B-spline (i.e., the order is k). Given
a nondecreasing sequence of points {ti ∈ R|ti ≤ ti+1} called knots. The vector
t := (ti) is called the knot vector and some of these knots can be equal. In the
case where ` knots are equal to a real α, i.e. `i = #ti = #{tj : ti = tj = α},
we say that α has multiplicity `i. The B-spline function of order 1 is given by:
Bi1(x) := 1 if ti ≤ x < ti+1 and Bi1(x) := 0 otherwise. From this first-order
B-spline, we obtain higher-order B-splines by recurrence:

Bik(x) := ωik(x)Bi,k−1(x) +
(

1− ωi+1,k(x)
)
Bi+1,k−1(x), (1)

with

ωik(x) :=

{ x−ti
ti+k−1−ti

, if ti < ti+k−1
0, otherwise.

(2)
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From definitions of B-splines, a spline of order k with knot sequence t is by defi-
nition a linear combination of the B-splines Bik, i.e., a function of the form

fk,∞ =
∑
i

βiBik; βi ∈ R, (3)

which is a piecewise polynomial of degree (k − 1) with breakpoints ti and which
is (k − 1 − `i)-times continuously differentiable at ti. We highlight the bi-infinite
knot sequence of the B-splines by noting fk,∞ instead of fk as we assume until now
that limi→±∞ ti = ±∞. This assumption is convenient since it ensures that every
x ∈ R is in the support of some B-spline.

From now on, without loss of generality, we fix the order k > 1 and the knot
sequence t. In this sense, we consider a finite sequence of coefficients βi, for
i = 1, . . . ,m. We aim to control the shape of the function fI =

∑m
i=1 βiBi,k de-

fined on an interval I = [a, b] ⊆ R. To avoid any confusion in the sequel, the
spline is denoted by fI to highlight its domain of definition I. Regarding shape
constrained approximation problem, the B-spline basis approach turn out to be
quite useful; since the B-splines B1,k, . . . , Bm,k are positive functions, then one can
model a positive function as

∑m
i=1 βiBi,k where βi ≥ 0 for all i. Having a model for

positive spline one can straightforwardly build approximation for monotone dif-
ferentiable function by integrating the spline function and for convex (or concave)
twice differentiable function by integrating once more:

• If β1 ≤ β2 ≤ · · · ≤ βm, then fI is monotone such that for every x ∈ [a, b] and
k ≥ 2 we have DfI(x) ≥ 0.

• Let m ≥ 3. If β2−β1 > 0, βm−βm−1 < 0, βi+βi−2 ≤ 2βi−1 for i = 3, . . . ,m,
then fI is concave such that DfI(a) > 0, DfI(b) < 0 and D2fI(x) ≤ 0 for
every x ∈ [a, b] and k ≥ 3.

From de Boor [4, page 71], for all x /∈ {t}, the derivative DrfI(x) of fI at x
does exist since fI is a polynomial on each open interval (ti, ti+1) and we define
DrfI(ti) by making DrfI continuous on the right. According to [4, page 117], the
first derivative of fI is given by

DfI = (k − 1)
m∑
i=2

βi − βi−1
(ti+k−1 − ti)

Bi,k−1

and the second derivative is given by

D2fI = (k − 1)(k − 2)
m∑
i=3

βi − 2βi−1 + βi−2
(ti+k−2 − ti)(ti+k−1 − ti)

Bi,k−2.

Thus, the above sufficient (but not necessary) two conditions are immediate.
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3. Combinations of localized shape constraints

In this section, we generalize the shape preservation property to unimodality
and we give our main results. To the best of the author’s knowledge, only few
publications explicitly deal with unimodality (and are not in the B-splines context)
however there is a rich work on monotone and convex (or concave) restrictions.
Let us mention the articles [1, 2, 6, 9, 11, and the references therein] about global
monotone and convex shape constraints. The unimodality constraint does not
reduce to a positivity (or negativity) constraint on a derivative of the spline and
has received less attention in the B-splines approximation literature so far although
there is need for such shape in applications. First, we need a definition.

Definition 1. A continuous function f is unimodal on [a, b] if there exists a unique
real x∗ ∈]a, b[ such that f is increasing on [a, x∗] and decreasing on [x∗, b].

Theorem 1. Let k ≥ 4 and t = (t1, . . . , t2k)
′ with t1 = · · · = tk = a and tk+1 =

· · · = t2k = b. If the coefficients verify β1 = β2 < β3 ≤ · · · ≤ βl and βl ≥ βl+1 ≥
· · · ≥ βk−1 > βk for l ∈ {3, . . . , k − 1}, then fI is unimodal such that there exists
x∗ ∈]a, b[ the unique maximum point of fI and the function fI is increasing on
[a, x∗] and decreasing on [x∗, b].

Proof: For simplicity, we use the change of variable u(x) = x−a
b−a . It is clear

that x ∈ [a, b] imply u(x) ∈ [0, 1]. Suppose that we seek to control the shape of
the spline on the interval [0, 1] using knots (u(ti))

2k
i=1 with u(t1) = · · · = u(tk) = 0

and u(tk+1) = · · · = u(t2k) = 1. In this case, we can check easily from (2) that
ωik(u(x)) 6= 0 if u(ti) = 0 and u(ti+k) = 1. Clearly we compute ωik(u(x)) =
u(x) when u(ti) = 0 and u(ti+k) = 1 and as the support of Bi,k is the interval
[u(ti), u(ti+k)), we deduce that ωik(u(x)) 6= 0 imply that Bi,k(u(x)) 6= 0 for all
u(x) ∈ [0, 1). Hence, for all u(x) ∈ [0, 1), we obtain

Bi,k(u(x)) = u(x)Bi,k−1(u(x)) + (1− u(x))Bi+1,k−1(u(x))

= Ck
i u(x)i(1− u(x))k−i. (4)

where (4) holds by recurrence and Ck
i = k!

i!(k−i)! . Now, using the B-spline functions
Bi,k given by (4), we obtain the spline on the interval [0, 1) by

f[0,1)(u(x)) =
k∑
i=1

βi

(
Ck
i u(x)i(1− u(x))k−i

)
. (5)

Noting that the derivative of (5) is given on the interval [0, 1), where Du(x) =
1/(b− a), by

Df[0,1)(u(x)) =
(k − 1)

(b− a)

k∑
i=2

(βi − βi−1)
(
Ck−1
i u(x)i(1− u(x))k−i−1

)
. (6)
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We denote V (x) =
∑k

i=2 C
k−1
i (βi − βi−1)xi and we can easily check from (6) that

Df[0,1)(u(x)) = (b − a)−1(k − 1)(1 − u(x))k−1V ( u(x)
1−u(x)). Hence, by using β1 =

β2 < β3 ≤ · · · ≤ βl and βl ≥ βl+1 ≥ · · · ≥ βk−1 > βk, we note that V is a
polynomial whose number of sign changes is exactly one. According to Descartes’
sign rule [3], the polynomial V has at most one root in (0,∞) and consequently
Df[0,1) has at most one root in (0, 1). By imposing β1 = β2 and β3 − β2 > 0,
we have Df[0,1)(ε) > 0 for ε being positive and small enough. Furthermore, we
have Df[0,1)(1) = (b − a)−1(k − 1)(βk − βk−1) < 0 which shows that Df[0,1) has
at least one root in (0, 1). Thus, we conclude that the derivative Df[0,1) has
exactly one root x′ ∈ (0, 1) and Df[0,1) is positive on (0, x′) and negative on (x′, 1].
Finally, we conclude that f[a,b] is increasing on [a, x∗] and decreasing on [x∗, b] with
x∗ = (b− a)x′ + a. This concludes the proof.

Remark 1. Clearly, in the Theorem 1 there are no interior knots on the interval
I and consequently the B-splines basis discussed here reduce to Bernstein basis
polynomials.

Remark 2. In the general case where there are interior knots on the interval I,
it is possible to prove the preservation of unimodality by increasing the number of
knots in order to force the uniform convergence of the Schoenberg’s spline when
|t|∗ = maxi |ti − ti+1| is small enough. For large intervals I, this seems to be not
really practical. The situation is much better for intervals which are small.

The objective now is to derive additional properties of local shape preserving
similar to global properties. Suppose that it is intended to control the shape of fI
only on a local interval I0 = [a0, b0] ⊆ [a, b]. By being locally monotone (concave,
unimodal) on a given local interval I0 we mean, here, something more general
than locally around any point of the subinterval. Indeed, we concretely focus on
identifying the B-splines functions whose support intersects with I0 and applying
the shape constraints only on them. In particular, we can also localize any shape
constraint locally around any point if needed using this principle (the local interval
I0 in this case is small).

Theorem 2. Assume that tix−1 < x ≤ tix for all x ∈ {a0, b0} where tix denotes the
smallest knot greater than x. If βia0−k ≤ · · · ≤ βib0−1, then fI is locally monotone
on [a0, b0] for every k ≥ 2. Furthermore, assume that (ib0 − ia0 + k) ≥ 3, if
βia0−k+1 − βia0−k > 0, βib0−1 − βib0−2 < 0, βi + βi−2 ≤ 2βi−1 for i = ia0 − k +
2, . . . , ib0 − 1, then fI is locally concave on [a0, b0] for every k ≥ 3.

Proof: For x ∈ {a0, b0}, it will be convenient to denote by tix the smallest
knot greater than x as it enables us to assume that tix−1 < x ≤ tix . Note that
Bia0−k,k, . . . , Bib0−1,k are the B-splines whose support intersects with [a0, b0], that
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is [ti, ti+k) ∩ [a0, b0] 6= ∅ for i ∈ {ia0 − k, . . . , ib0 − 1}. Then, the restriction spline
given by

fI0(x) =

ib0−1∑
i=ia0−k

βiBi,k(x), for all x ∈ [a0, b0], (7)

is monotone on [a0, b0] if βia0−k ≤ · · · ≤ βib0−1 since DfI0(x) ≥ 0 for every x ∈
[a0, b0]. Thus, the global spline fI is locally monotone on [a0, b0]. Furthermore, the
spline restriction (7) is concave on [a0, b0] if βia0−k+1−βia0−k > 0, βib0−1−βib0−2 < 0,
βi+βi−2 ≤ 2βi−1 for i = ia0−k+2, . . . , ib0−1 since DfI0(a0) > 0, DfI0(b0) < 0 and
D2fI0(x) ≤ 0 for every x ∈ [a0, b0]. Thus, the global spline fI is locally concave on
[a0, b0].

An example of the B-splines basis used in Theorem 2 to locate a monotone or
a concave or a convex constraint is illustrated in Figure 1.

-
tib0

−3 tib0
−2 tib0

−1
b0 tib0

tib0
+1 tib0

+2 · · ·· · · tia0
−3 tia0

−2 tia0
−1

a0 tia0
tia0

+1 tia0
+2 · · ·

Bia0
−3,3 Bia0

−2,3 Bia0
−1,3

Bib0
−3,3

Bib0
−2,3

Bib0
−1,3

Fig. 1 : Some B-splines whose support intersects with the interval [a0, b0]; here k = 3.

Theorem 3. Let k ≥ 4. Assume that ti∗a0−1 < a0 ≤ ti∗a0 together with ti∗b0 ≤ b0 <

ti∗b0+1 where

i∗a0 = min
{
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m+ k

}
; ti = a0} and i∗b0 = max

{
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m+ k}; ti = b0

}
.

Furthermore, assume that ti∗a0 = · · · = ti∗a0+k−1 = a0 and ti∗a0+k = · · · = ti∗a0+2k−1 =

b0 (or equivalently ti∗b0−k+1 = · · · = ti∗b0
= b0) where trivially m + k ≥ 2k. If

some coefficients verify βi∗a0 = βi∗a0+1 < βi∗a0+2 ≤ · · · ≤ βl and βl ≥ βl+1 ≥ · · · ≥
βi∗a0+k−2 > βi∗a0+k−1 for l ∈ {i∗a0 + 2, . . . , i∗a0 + k − 2}, then fI is locally unimodal
on [a0, b0].

Proof: Using the notation i∗a0 , we note that Bi∗a0 ,k
, . . . , Bi∗a0+k−1,k

are the B-
splines whose support intersects with [a0, b0], that is [ti, ti+k) ∩ [a0, b0] 6= ∅ for
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i ∈ {i∗a0 , . . . , i
∗
a0

+ k − 1}. Then, the restriction

fI0(x) =

i∗a0+k−1∑
i=i∗a0

βiBi,k(x), for all x ∈ [a0, b0], (8)

is unimodal thanks to the Theorem 1 if the coefficients verify βi∗a0 = βi∗a0+1 <

βi∗a0+2 ≤ · · · ≤ βl ≥ βl+1 ≥ · · · ≥ βi∗a0+k−2 > βi∗a0+k−1 for l ∈ {i
∗
a0

+ 2, . . . , i∗a0 + k − 2}.
We conclude that the global spline fI is locally unimodal on [a0, b0].

An example of the B-splines basis used in Theorem 3 to locate a unimodal
constraint is illustrated in Figure 2.

-

· · ·ti∗
b0

+2ti∗
b0

+1a0
ti∗a0

= · · · = ti∗a0
+k−1

ti∗a0
−1· · ·

ti∗
b0

−k+1 = · · · = ti∗
b0

b0

Bi∗a0
−1,4

Bi∗a0
,4

Bi∗a0
+1,4 Bi∗a0

+2,4

Bi∗a0
+3,4

Bi∗a0
+4,4

Bi∗a0
+5,4

Fig. 2 : B-splines Bi∗a0 ,4, . . . , Bi
∗
a0

+3,4 whose support intersects with the interval [a0, b0];
here k = 4.

It is worth noting that the shape-preserving properties above are conserved by
the restriction fI0 and localized on an arbitrary interval. As a consequence, these
properties enable us to take into account combinations of shape constraints. For
example, it is possible to impose a unimodal constraint on the interval [0, 3] and
a concavity constraint on the interval [4, 6] and no constraint elsewhere.

4. Monte Carlo optimization

Consider the problem of approximating a shape constrained function f : [a, b]→
R from the prespecified design points (xl, yl), l = 1, . . . , n. The smoothing spline
approximation finds a shape constrained f to minimize

min
f∈S

n∑
l=1

(yl − f(xl))
2 + λ

∫ b

a

(Drf(x))2dx, (9)
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where S denotes the set of functions on [a, b] for which a given shape constraint
is fulfilled on [a0, b0] and λ > 0 is fixed and interpreted as a global regularity
parameter. For a fixed n, letting λ → 0 implies an unpenalized estimate, while
λ → ∞ forces convergence of the r-th derivative of the spline function to zero,
with the consequence that the limiting estimator is a (r − 1)th degree polyno-
mial. The resulting approximation turns out to be a piecewise linear function
when r = 1. However, a piecewise constant or linear function may not provide a
satisfactory approximation in applications and does not exhibit appropriate math-
ematical analysis behaviours. To obtain a smoother approximation, the second or
higher order derivatives of the spline are needed in the penalty term. But this
usually leads to difficulties in both mathematical analysis and computation due to
the shape constraints. From the derivative formula for B-spline functions [4],

DrfI =
m∑

i=1+r

β
(r)
i Bi,k−r, where

 β
(1)
i = (k − 1) (βi−βi−1)

(ti+k−1−ti)
,

β
(r)
i = (k − r) (β

(r−1)
i −β(r−1)

i−1 )

(ti+k−r−ti)
, r ≥ 2,

(10)

we can rewrite the penalty term in (9) as λβ′M ′
rUrMrβ, where the matrix Ur has

elements U (r)
i,i′ =

∫ b
a
Bi,k−r(x)Bi′,k−r(x)dx, for i, i′ = 1 + r, . . . ,m and Mr denotes

the matrix corresponding to the weighted difference operator defined in (10) such
that β(r) = Mrβ. We introduce some notation. Let B denote the n ×m matrix
whose entry (i, l) is Bi,k(xl) and let y = (y1, . . . , yn). Let ‖ ·‖ denote the Euclidean
norm and let Ωr = M ′

rUrMr. In this spirit, it is easy to check that the optimization
problem (9) is viewed as

min
β∈S

Q(β) := min
β∈S
‖y −Bβ‖2 + λβ′Ωrβ (11)

for some set S ⊂ Rm because we need to impose a condition of the form f ∈ S.
For instance, to impose a constraint of unimodality (f is first increasing and then
decreasing) we consider S = ∪l0{β1 ≤ · · · ≤ βl0 ≥ · · · ≥ βm}. In practice,
computation of Mr and Ur is usually quite easy from (10) and has already been
considered so far. For example, assume that k > 3, the second order matrix M2 is
the following (m− 2)×m-matrix:

M2 =


∆1,3 −∆2,2 ∆1,2 0 · · · 0

0
. . . . . . . . . . . . ...

... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 ∆1,m −∆2,m−1 ∆1,m−1

 ,

where ∆1,l = t∗l − t∗l−1 and ∆2,l = t∗l+1 − t∗l−1 for all l ∈ {2, . . . ,m − 1} and where
the arithmetic mean of the knots is defined by

t∗j := (tj+1 + · · ·+ tj+k−1)/(k − 1). (12)
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The computation of Ur is obtained as follows; From the knots partition (t1, . . . , tm+k),
the (i, i′)th entry of Ur is

U
(r)
i,i′ =

∫ b

a

Bi,k−r(x)Bi′,k−r(x)dx =
m+k−1∑
j=1

∫ tj+1

tj

Bi,k−r(x)Bi′,k−r(x)dx, (13)

where, we recall that, each function Bi,k−r(x) is degree k − r − 1 polynomials on
each subinterval x ∈ (tj, tj+1) for j = {1, . . . ,m + k − 1}. Now, straightforwardly
the product Bi,k−r(x)Bi′,k−r(x) is a degree 2(k − r − 1) polynomial on the same
subinterval. Thus, it suffice to apply the Newton-Cotes integration rule to the
right-hand side of (13) in order to evaluate U (r)

i,i′ . For an account on numerical
integration analysis, we refer the reader to [10]. Actually, using the idea explained
previously, an exact explicit expression for Ur has been derived by [7] with an
efficient algorithm for computation of this matrix.

Now, we know the explicit expression of the penalty term λβ′Ωrβ. However, we
precise that no explicit solution is available for the problem (11) and we propose
to solve this by using a Monte Carlo stochastic algorithm. For an account on
stochastic algorithm, we refer the reader to [5]. The computation of the minimizer
of (11) is clearly an important issue in our shape constrained context. In this paper,
we consider a simulated annealing algorithm. This algorithm is particularly well
adapted to our problem as any combinations of shape constraints can be handled
thanks to the proposal step. Conceptually, the simulated annealing algorithm is
constructed by two steps. The first is the proposal that allows the exploration
of the space and the second is the acceptance/rejection of the proposal. For any
constraint S, the proposal distribution considered here is as follows: From the
vector β(t) at iteration t, we propose a new vector β̃ given by

β̃ = (β
(t)
1 , . . . , β

(t)
l−1, β̃l, β

(t)
l+1, . . . , β

(t)
m )′.

Obviously, β̃ is just the previous β(t) where one of the elements (randomly selected)
is replaced by a random draw using a uniform distribution U such that we

• Draw uniformly the index of the component to update (l ∼ U{1,...,m});

• Draw uniformly the new proposal value for the l-component as follows:

β̃l ∼ U{S(β(t),l)∩[β(t)
l ±ε]}

, where

S(β(t), l) = {β̃l : (β
(t)
1 , . . . , β

(t)
l−1, β̃l, β

(t)
l+1, . . . , β

(t)
m )′ ∈ S}

(14)

and where ε > 0 allows to control the variance of the proposal distribution. Let
PS
β(t) denotes the proposal distribution (14) and clearly it depends on the constraint
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S and ensures that the proposition fulfills the shape constraints. The idea of
simulated annealing consist in a rapid movement on the surface of the function Q
to minimize and avoid the intense attraction of local minimums. Given a parameter
Tt called temperature parameter, the simulated annealing algorithm modifies this
temperature at each iteration. Then, it is of the form:

At iteration t, the chain is in the state β(t);

for t← 2 to Niter do
1. Draw l from the discrete uniform distribution on {1, . . . ,m} ;
2. Generate β̃l ∼ PSβ(t) given by (14) and set β̃ = (β

(t)
1 , . . . , β̃l, . . . , β

(t)
m )′ ;

3. ρt = min
{

1, exp
(
− Q(β̃)−Q(β(t))

Tt

)}
;

4. Draw u from the continuous uniform distribution on [0, 1] ;
if ρt ≥ u then

β(t+1) ← β̃ [acceptance with probability ρt] ;
else β(t+1) ← β(t) [rejection with probability (1− ρt)];

end
7. Decrease Tt to Tt+1;

end
Algorithm 1: The simulated annealing algorithm.

Note that the matrix Ωr involved in the function Q do not depend on the current
state of the chain. Thus, they can be computed only once and then, do not slow
down the computations. We denote by β̂ a minimizer of Q under the constraint
β ∈ S.
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Fig. 3 : Data (circle), true function (solid curve) and constrained approximation
(dashed line).
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Now, for instance we put k = 4, r = 2 and generate data according to the true
function defined by f(x) = 15x2 sin(3.7x)+ 2ψ0.3,0.1(x) on [a, b] = [0, 1] where ψm,σ
denotes the density of the normal distribution N(m,σ2). The data are randomly
perturbed by a normal error N(0, 1) (see Fig. 3). We assume that it is known that
f is unimodal on [0, 0.5], concave on [0.55, 1] and twice differentiable. First, the
algorithm 1 is run using Tt = α/ log(t+ e), for α not too small, with several values
α, λ and stopped after 105 iterations. The initial value β(1) is chosen arbitrarily
by visual examination of the given points. We retain the value α = 10 as it gives
a good balance between exploration and convergence and λ = 1.6 × 10−3 chosen
by a cross validation for the unconstrained approximation (when the optimization
problem (11) is reduced to the solution (B′B + λΩ2)

−1B′y). Then, an accurate
approximation is computed by running again the algorithm with these parameters
and stopping it after 105 iterations. In Fig. 3, we note that β̂ is likely to be very
close to a global minimizer of Q.

5. Almost sure convergence of the simulated annealing

We study in the sequel the convergence properties of the simulated annealing
Markov chain computed by the algorithm 1. First, let us denote by C a compact
set of Rm and let define the set E by

E :=
{
β = (β1, . . . , βm) ∈ C : β ∈ S

}
. (15)

For all β ∈ E and ` ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we define also

Eβ,` :=
{
β` ∈ R : (β1, . . . , β`−1, β`, β`+1, . . . , βm)′ ∈ S

}
. (16)

Let (E, E) be a measurable space and Q : E → [0,∞) a function such that osc(Q)
is bounded with

osc(Q) = sup
(β,β̃)∈E2

(
|Q(β)−Q(β̃)|

)
<∞.

LetK be a transition kernel on E×E and denote by (Xt)t∈N the simulated annealing
Markov chain with transition kernel K. To prove the almost sure convergence and
to make the proofs clearer, we recall the Theorem 4 (see [8, p. 192] for details)
that we will use in the sequel.

Theorem 4. We assume that

1. There exists γ, a probability measure on E, such that

γ(dβ)K(β, dβ̃) = γ(dβ̃)K(β̃, dβ);

11



2. There exists an integer η ≥ 1, ε > 0 and ω, an auxiliary probability measure
on E such that, for all (β,A) ∈ E × E,

Kη(β,A) ≥ εω(A).

Take Tt = α/ log(t+ e) where α > η oscK(Q). Then, for all ε > 0,

P(Xt ∈ Qε
γ)→ 1 a.s. as t→∞,

where

Qε
γ =

{
β ∈ E,Q(β) ≤ essinfγ(Q) + ε

}
,

essinfγ(Q) = min
E
Q = sup

{
c ≥ 0, γ(c ≤ Q) = 1

}
.

For a proof of Theorem 4, we refer the reader to [8, p. 192]. We denote by dβl
the Lebesgue measure on R and we put

Λ =

∫
E

dβ1 · · · dβm and Λβ,` =

∫
Eβ,`

dβ`.

For all (β, β̃) ∈ E2, the kernel K is defined by:

K(β, dβ̃) = (m)−1
m∑
`=1

K̃`(β, dβ̃)

= (m)−1
m∑
`=1

([∏
`′ 6=`

δβ`′ (dβ̃`′)
]
K`(β−`, dβ̃`)

)
,

(17)

where the kernel K`(β−`, dβ̃`) = Λ−1β,` 1Eβ,`(β̃`)dβ̃` and β̃ = (β̃1, . . . , β̃m)′. For a fixed
β, the kernel K`(β−`, dβ̃`) is uniformly distributed on Eβ,`. The measure γ(dβ) is
the uniform distribution on E with:

γ(dβ) = Λ−11E(β)
m∏
`=1

dβ`. (18)

We now proceed to check the sufficient conditions introduced in Theorem 4 towards
our transition kernel K (17). We assume that E is a bounded subset of Rm knowing
that this assumption is required to use the uniform distribution on E.

Proposition 1. The measure γ(dβ)K(β, dβ̃) is symmetric. For all β ∈ E, we
have

γ(dβ)K(β, dβ̃) = γ(dβ̃)K(β̃, dβ). (19)

12



Proof : Note that it is sufficient to prove that, for all ` ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we have

K̃`(β, dβ̃)γ(dβ) = K̃`(β̃, dβ)γ(dβ̃).

Using (17) together with (18), we can write

γ(dβ)K̃`(β, dβ̃) =
(

Λ−11E(β)
m∏
`=1

dβ`

)([∏
`′ 6=`

δβ`′ (dβ̃`′)
]
Λ−1β,` 1Eβ,`(β̃`)dβ̃`

)
= Λ−1Λ−1β,`1E(β)1Eβ,`(β̃`)

[∏
`′ 6=`

δβ`′ (dβ̃`′)dβ`′
]
dβ`dβ̃`.

We shall denote by

γ1(β, β̃) = Λ−1Λ−1β,`1E(β)1Eβ,`(β̃`)

and

γ2(dβ, dβ̃) =
[∏
`′ 6=`

δβ`′ (dβ̃`′)dβ`′
]
dβ`dβ̃`.

Then, γ2-almost surely, we have β`′ = β̃`′ for all `′ 6= ` and we have also Eβ,` = Eβ̃,`
together with Λβ,` = Λβ̃,`. One can deduce that

1E(β)1Eβ,`(β̃`) = 1E(β)1E(β̃) = 1E(β̃)1Eβ̃,`(β`).

Now we conclude that, γ2-almost surely, γ1(β, β̃) = γ1(β̃, β) and the proof is
completed by noting that γ2(dβ, dβ̃) = γ2(dβ̃, dβ).

Let zm be the set of permutations of {1, . . . ,m} and ν ∈ zm. Denote by
K̃ν(β, dβ̃) the composition of the transition kernels Kν(1) · · · Kν(m)(β, dβ̃). We ob-
serve that

K̃ν(β, dβ̃) = Kν(1)
(
(βν(2), . . . , βν(m)), dβ̃ν(1)

)
Kν(2)

(
(β̃ν(1), βν(3), · · · , βν(m)), dβ̃ν(2)

)
· · · Kν(m)

(
(β̃ν(1), . . . , β̃ν(m−1)), dβ̃ν(m)

)
∝ 1Dν,β(β̃)

m∏
`=1

dβ̃`,

whereDν,β is the support of the uniformly distributed kernel K̃ν(β, dβ̃). Let denote
the normalizing constant Λν,β by

Λν,β =

∫
Dν,β

dβ1 · · · dβm,

13



which enables us to write

K̃ν(β, dβ̃) = Λ−1ν,β 1Dν,β(β̃)
m∏
`=1

dβ̃`. (20)

Actually, we are in position to check the second condition given in Theorem 4.

Proposition 2. For all β ∈ E, if we have that ∪ν∈zmDν,β ⊃ E, then

Km(β, dβ̃) ≥ (m)−mγ(dβ̃). (21)

Proof : To demonstrate (21), we consider the following notations: β = β[0] and
β̃ = β[m]. We can write

Km(β, dβ̃) = Km(β[0], dβ[m])

=

∫
· · ·
∫
K(β[0], dβ[1]) · · · K(β[m−1], dβ[m])

= m−m
m∑
`1=1

· · ·
m∑

`m=1

∫
· · ·
∫
K̃`1(β[0], dβ[1]) · · · K̃`m(β[m−1], dβ[m])

≥ m−m
∑
ν∈zm

K̃ν(β[0], dβ[m]). (22)

According to (20), we have∑
ν∈zm

K̃ν(β[0], dβ[m]) =
∑
ν∈zm

Λ−1ν,β 1Dν,β(β̃)dβ̃

≥ Λ−1
[ ∑
ν∈zm

1Dν,β(β̃)
]
dβ̃ since: Dν,β ⊂ E, Λν,β ≤ Λ

≥ Λ−11E(β̃)dβ̃ since: ∪ν∈zm Dν,β ⊃ E

= γ(dβ̃). (23)

The proof is completed by combining (22) and (23).

Hence, the convergence of the algorithm 1 is proved for Tt = α/ log(t+ e), for
α not too small. Roughly speaking, if we assume that β ∈ C where C is a compact
set of Rm, the proof of convergence requires the existence of an integer η, a number
ε > 0 and a probability measure ω such that for all β ∈ C and all measurable set
A, we have that: Kη(β,A) ≥ εω(A) where K denotes the kernel of the proposal
distribution of algorithm 1. Further, we remark that the integer η typically depend
on the constraint S and such an integer exists for all usual constraints.
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6. Discussion

In this paper, the framework enables to impose localized restrictions on B-
splines approximation of functions thanks to the property of local support. The
preservation of the unimodality constraint is derived from the Descartes’ sign rule.
The localization of the usual shape constraint allows to consider many combina-
tions of constraints on the shape of the approximated function while the smooth-
ness of the estimate is controlled by a penalty term to impose smoothness proper-
ties. Computation of the estimate can be done as in Section 4 with no additional
difficulties. Under some conditions that are easy to verify and always true in prac-
tice, we proved that the simulated annealing algorithm considered in computation
converge almost surely to the global minimizer as t→∞. The results of this paper
are more general and sharper than the corresponding results present in literature
due to the use of all usual constraints with possibility of combinations of these re-
strictions and the use of Monte Carlo optimization. The fixed knots optimization
problem considered in our paper is rather general and suggests some improvements
by studying free knots B-splines and, especially, to detect automatically the num-
ber and position of knots from data. We plan to pursue these directions in future
works.
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